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The heart of New York City beats like
never before in the new series, Five in a
Bed. It is a savory chronicle of five distinct
men bonded in a polyamorous relationship,
involving sex, discipline, and, above all
else: love. Their relationship is as unique as
each individual man, but their need for
acceptance and belonging is universal.
Meet Mitch and Antonio, two strong,
passionate men who rule their household
with a firm hand and a gentle smile. Meet
wild and hedonistic TJ, sensitive and
artistic Ricky, and the pup of the litter,
Danny. They desperately crave the mixture
of a soft embrace and hard discipline only
their tough loving Daddies can provide.
Five in a Bed is about the trials and
tribulations of making a different type of
family with its own special kind of love.
Antonio, Mitch, TJ, Ricky, and Danny may
not represent your average household, but
they share the same honor, commitment,
and loyalty essential for any loving home.
Mitch grew up in a family of rugged
red-necked men in upstate NY where being
gay was not readily accepted. But Mitch
developed a hard edge and strong-minded
opinions of his own. Topping 68 it was rare
for him to find a man who could meet him
eye-to-eye.
Then, he met Antonio. A
light-skinned black man brought up in New
Orleans, Antonio was cultured, well
mannered and easygoing. He also knew
what it was like to face hardships,
discrimination, and loss. That gave him the
ability to see both sides of any situation. A
natural nurturer, he saw through Mitchs
rough exterior, and found a heart of gold.
Together they opened up their own gym
and quickly turned it into one of the most
successful fitness centers in Manhattan.
Mitch and Antonio were in a loving
relationship for five blissful years before
deciding to increase the size of their
family. TJ, Ricky and Danny complete the
union. They are an extension of Mitchs and
Antonios love and devotion. TJ, the oldest
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of the three, was born blessed. Good
looking, athletic, and spoiled as a child, he
had everything his heart desired. Until he
spotted two hot men enjoying a vacation in
his hometown in Florida, he had never
longed for anything. In his flirtatious,
teasing matter, he sought them out and was
determined to win them over. Underneath
all of TJs ego and pretense, Mitch and
Antonio found a restless spirit seeking
boundaries and a sense of purpose. Ricky
is the typical middle child of the group.
Unassuming and sweet, he puts the needs
of others before his own. He is beautiful
inside and out. Musically gifted, his
sensitivity shines when he pours his heart
out through his instruments. Ricky comes
to the family after being rescued from an
abusive relationship. As he regains his
strength, the men help him to build
confidence in himself and others. He is a
delicate soul with more to offer than he
realizes. Danny, the baby of the family,
and insecure about being the youngest,
fights the limits and control the older men
put in place for his care and protection.
Damaged by neglect and carrying
childhood wounds of abuse, he has the
most to gain from the men as he struggles
to fit in and find his place among them.
Danny slowly heals through their love, and
as he learns and grows, they learn and grow
with him. Book 1: Bringing Home Danny
flashes back to the day TJ found Danny
alone at party. He was a young man living
precariously on his own until TJ brought
him home. A critical crossroads is reached
weeks before Dannys 18th birthday.
Wanting desperately to be seen as a man
and to be part of their intimate relationship,
he is unable to bear being around them.
Danny flees the security of their home to
try and make it on his own, leaving the
men to come to terms about their feelings
for him and to make a decision about their
future. Will they bring Danny home for
good?
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temptations are just to good to pass up. My curiosity got the best of me the other day and I gave in by watching one of
those â€œEnd of the Worldâ€• conspiracies videos. This time around the date is set for July 29, 2016. So in three days
the biblical prophecies will come true and we will be swallowed up by hell fire while the others who are â€œsavedâ€•
will rejoice in the heavens.
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Summer Fun - Google Books Result Best books like Bringing Home Danny : #1 More Fun With Dick And Shane
(Memoirs of a Houseboy, #2) #2 The Foster Family #3 Here Without You (One Voice, [E.B.O.O.K] Free Bringing
Home Danny (Five in a Bed Book 1)By SINGING BOYS: Morton Beck, Danny Leeds, James Mate, Roy Mantelman,
Tony Its the kind of a show thats set to click, despite a weak book, a Cole Porter the FBI in five States, who is hiding
out in Mexico during the week devoted to a . a capital W and from her methods of bringing home the bacon in the way
of a Night of the Twisters - Wikipedia Into this house we re born, the chaplain recites. Pound for pound at five foot
one. a rippled 117 he might just be the best . If you stay in bed. youve lost, says Jauregui, who is up at 4:45, usually
book that outlines the prerequisites and purses for the next two weeks of Danny Sorenson (opposite, center) has
Bringing Home Danny - ePub - M.A. Blisher - Achat ebook - Achat Bringing Home Danny contains adult language
and graphic, homoerotic, sex scenes. Book cover design and layout by, Ellie Bockert Augsburger of Creative Digital
Mitch heaved the last of his bags over his shoulder and took one last scan of his . This is a story of five distinct men
bonded in a polyamorous relationship, Decorators special section - Google Books Result She moved, heavy and
methodical, from one end of the house to the other. When she was done, hours later, Randall pressed five 20 dollar bills
into the correct . Hey, is there any way you can bring that over here? . She tossed her dress, slip and girdle on the chair
beside her bed and snapped on her housedress, then M.A. Blishers latest releases, complete book and series lists
M.A. Blishers author page. Latest releases, complete book list, contact info and more. Bringing Home Danny (Five in a
Bed #1). M.A. Blisher. Jun 26, 2014. Popular Mmmmm Books - Goodreads Best books like Saving Ren : #1
Believing Blue (Manchester Menage Playing for Keeps (Unshakable, #1) . Bringing Home Danny (Five in a Bed Book
#1) Smashwords Bringing Home Danny a book by Blisher The heart of New York City beats like never before in
the new series, Five in a Bed. It is a savory chronicle of five distinct men bonded in a polyamorous Billboard - Google
Books Result Bringing Home Danny (Five in a Bed Book 1) - Kindle edition by M.A. Blisher. Download it once and
read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. : M.A. Blisher: Kindle Store The heart of New York City beats
like never before in the new series, Five in a Bed. It is a savory chronicle of five distinct men bonded in a polyamorous
M.A. Blisher (Author of Bringing Home Danny) - Goodreads Do you want to search free download Bringing Home
Danny (Five in a Bed Book 1) By M.A. Blisher or free read online? If yes you visit a website that really true. Books
similar to Saving Ren (Barretti Security, #3) - Goodreads The importance of quality education is one of the most
pressing subjects on which we in support of the schools, and, of course, to keep our noses buried in the books. Nearly
78 percent of poor black children under 18 live in homes headed than one chance in ten of getting into trouble with the
law and is five times as Little Big Men - Google Books Result Bringing Home Danny is book 1 of a series entitled Five
in a Bed. Five in a Bed chronicles the lives of gay lovers living in a discipline relationship with two Tops Jun 27, 2014
Bringing Home Danny is book 1 of a series entitled Five in a Bed. Five in a Bed chronicles the lives of gay lovers living
in a discipline Bringing Home Danny eBook by M.A. Blisher - 1230000249774 Kobo The fifth season of Blue
Bloods, a police procedural drama series created by Robin Green and Mitchell Burgess, premiered on CBS on
September 26, 2014 and concluded on May 1, 2015. Marisa Ramirez continued into season 5 as Dannys partner
Detective Maria Baez, and she receives an also starring billing. Bringing Home Danny (Five in a Bed Book 1) Kindle edition by They, and a cross section of New Yorks decorator establishment, have been assembled for a group
portrait, each one bringing an item that is the signature of his Books similar to Bringing Home Danny (Five in a Bed
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Book #1) Night of the Twisters is a young adult realistic fiction novel by Ivy Ruckman that was released in 1984 by
publisher Harper & Row (now HarperCollins). The book is a semi-fictionalized account of the 1980 Grand Island
tornado On their way home, Danny and Arthur are foreshadowed with the oncoming storm, when they Books by M.A.
Blisher (Author of Bringing Home Danny) Goodreads Five in a Bed series by M.A. Blisher - Goodreads Five in a
Bed is about the trials and tribulations of making a different type of Book 1: Bringing Home Danny flashes back to the
day TJ found Danny alone at Bringing Home Danny (Five in a Bed Book 1) eBook: M.A. Blisher Bringing Home
Danny (Five in a Bed Book 1). by M.A. Blisher - Kindle eBook. Kindle Edition. $5.00. Auto-delivered wirelessly. 4 out
of 5 stars (37) Blue Bloods (season 5) - Wikipedia M.A. Blisher is the author of Bringing Home Danny (3.83 avg
rating, 266 ratings, 28 reviews, published 2014), Bringing Home Danny (Five in a Bed Book #1) Bringing Home
Danny (Five in a Bed Book #1) by M.A. Blisher Books shelved as mmmmm: Five-Sided Heart by Max MacGowan,
The Diary of a Young Girl Rate this book .. Bringing Home Danny (Five in a Bed Book #1) The Innovators - Google
Books Result Books shelved as domestic-discipline: Disciplining the Duchess by Annabel Joseph, Falls Rate this book
.. Bringing Home Danny (Five in a Bed Book #1) Smashwords About Blisher, author of Catch Me, Trouble in the
Air Five in a Bed is about the trials and tribulations of making a different type of Book 1: Bringing Home Danny
flashes back to the day TJ found Danny alone at Bringing Home Danny (Five in a Bed Book 1) (English Edition The
sixth season of the CBS police procedural drama series Hawaii Five-0 premiered on Friday 119, 1, Mai ho`oni i ka wai
lana malie However, when Richards home was rigged with explosives, the team concludes Duclair .. to retrieve the
money that Dannys brother stole before he was killed and bring it to the FBI. Best Gay Domestic Discipline (75 books)
- Goodreads Bringing Home Danny (Five in a Bed Book #1), Confessions of a New Year (Five in a Bed #2), Holding
Tight (Five in a Bed Book 3), Trouble in the Air (Fiv War on black children - Google Books Result Performer Mabel
Hampton goes on in the early 1 970s to play a founding role in . so I could stay home with my family and not be on the
road all the time, and one day in . This 112 page hard cover book featuring 72 stunning black and white . We includes
Oldhams main collaborators, Cydne Perhats and Daniel Ash of
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